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Abstract

The increased social acceptance of LGBTQ individuals and behaviors has begun to conflict with traditional Abrahamic proscriptions. An “opt-in” sample of 324 individuals who attended Jewish congregations was recruited from the Internet as part of a larger research project. This analysis is conducted on part of the data collected in that study. Two categories of congregations were identified: congregations in which the rabbi had self-revealed as LGBTQ and congregations in which the rabbi was believed heterosexual. There was no significant difference in the level of trust in the rabbi based on the LGBTQ status of the rabbi, which differed from findings in secular organizations. The results of the analysis indicated a need for further study, both quantitative and qualitative. The public self-revelation of LGBTQ identity on the part of the rabbi is a religious signal, thus possibly contributing to higher levels of trust.
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1. Introduction

Since the 1970s, increased social acceptance for people who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, or questioning (LGBTQ) in American society [1], has presented new challenges for religious communities [2,3]. In the past two decades, these challenges have increasingly involved members of the clergy who self-reveal to members of their congregation as LGBTQ [4]. Xiong, Lin, Li, and Wang [5] theorized that the leader’s honesty and willingness to take risks were essential in developing willingness in others to place trust in the leader.
Bowring [6] found that when a leader self-revealed as LGBTQ in a secular workplace, trust among followers were enhanced. A religious setting can present a different context because of the long-term opposition of religious texts and authorities to LGBTQ behaviors [7]. The role of a clergy typically requires considerable trust on the part of congregants and staff members [8,9]. Hall, Cohen, Meyer, Varley, and Brewer [10] found that the level of trust increased when the targeted individual adhered faithfully to standard religious requirements. However, when the targeted individual violated religiously held proscriptions, such as when Catholics ate meat during Lent or Muslims ate pork at social gatherings, the extent of trust held by the participants declined, regardless of religious traditions involved. White [11] and Greenberg [12] were two clergy members committed to fundamentalist, traditional branches of their faith traditions and who self-revealed as gay after becoming ordained. According to White, an evangelical Protestant minister ostracized from his religious community after self-revealing as gay: “Our gay Christian brothers and sisters are suffering in silence, leaving the church in anger and disappointment, and even taking their own lives” [11:306]. Greenberg, an Orthodox rabbi, added: “For most gay Jews and many others as well, gayness is not up for reconsideration…. For many Jews homosexuality is not on the line; Judaism is. The challenge of gay inclusion tests any tradition’s capacity to engage with diversity” [12:30-31]. Perpetuating hostility and mistrust toward clergy members who have self-revealed as LGBTQ may in fact be putting religious communities at risk from organizational ruptures and a large loss of membership [1,13,14].

1.1. Statement of the problem

The general problem was that the increased social acceptance of LGBTQ individuals and behaviors has begun to conflict with traditional faith proscriptions against these behaviors [2, 3, 15, 16]. The specific problem was if the LGBTQ status of a clergy member and the extent of trust held by congregants was comparable or different from secular organizations [14,17]

1.2. Purpose

The purpose of this quantitative comparative analysis was to compare trust in the rabbi based on clergy LGBTQ status. The independent variable was the LGBTQ status of the congregational rabbi, a dichotomous variable indicating whether the clergy member had self-revealed as LGBTQ or was believed heterosexual. The LGBTQ status of the rabbi was identified from the public website of the congregation that the participant attended or by being so identified by the participant. The outcome variable was the level of trust in the rabbi reported by members of the congregation. Congregant trust in the rabbi was assessed using the Trust in Leadership scale (TILS) [18; see Appendix], an eight-item Likert-type scale. Permission was obtained to use a modified version of this instrument.

1.3. Research question

Is there a significant difference in the level of trust in the congregational rabbi held by members of a Jewish congregation based on the LGBTQ status of the rabbi?

1.4. Hypotheses
H10. There is no significant difference in the level of trust in the congregational rabbi held by members of a Jewish congregation based on the LGBTQ status of the rabbi.

H1a. There is a significant difference in the level of trust in the congregational rabbi held by members of a Jewish congregation based on the LGBTQ status of the rabbi.

2. Review of the literature
2.1. Theoretical/Conceptual Framework

Studies have shown that in business organizations where leaders have self-identified as LGBTQ, there is greater leadership trust [19]. This trust may be due to the willingness of the leaders to put themselves at risk or cost for the sake of honesty with themselves and others [18,20]. Other studies have shown that individuals who remain loyal to religious-based behavioral norms, again exposing themselves to a cost or risk, are admired, even when the admirer does not agree with the specific religion being displayed through that behavior [21].

2.2. Signaling Theory

According to signaling (or signalling) theory, a signal is an action, typically costly, that reveals information [22]. When the information conveyed is accurate, whether useful or not, it is considered honest, but when the information contributes to a deception, it is considered dishonest. Sometimes, the cost of the signal is part of demonstrating the value of the signal being sent, or perhaps the value of the individual sending the signal, such as elegant plumage on male birds during courtship rituals [23,24]. According to signaling theory, honest signals can be so costly to make that, in all likelihood, producing the signal would be too costly if the true level of quality or need being communicated were other than that transmitted through the signal [22,24]. The theory further explains that signals considered difficult to fake are preferable and that this tendency is evolutionary and supported through natural selection. Receivers naturally want good returns on any investments in others, regardless of the currency of the investment [22,24]. Humans continually send social signals, such as with body movements or micro-expressions, when in the presence of others, even if they are not deliberately trying to send these signals [24,25]. These tendencies are especially sensitive for detecting a true disapproval signal. Human responses are both physical and psychological. Social rejection, especially when linked to self-identity, triggers the same regions of the brain triggered during experiences of physical pain [23]. It follows that the pain of social exclusion affects emotional well-being as well.

2.3. Religion and Signaling Theory

Religion holds a special place in signaling theory partly because religion can increase the confidence of both senders and receivers of signals that the meaning of the signal will be properly interpreted [26]. However, Singh and Chatterjee missed the importance of the intersection between costly religious signaling behaviors and the influences explained in the psychological centrality principle which underscores the importance of values related to an individual’s own perceptions of self-worth. Religious communities also codify some costly signals through rituals and ritual observances [27]. At the same time, those signal senders who perform these ritual behaviors, such as Sabbath observance and dietary observances, are perceived as also promoting the self-esteem
values of the group [22]. The intersection of these two theories, signaling theory and the psychological centrality principle, explains the desire for religious groups to be more self-contained as well. Signaling theory may explain why being openly self-identified as LGBTQ can increase trust in an organization in that the self-revealing can be seen as an honest signal of trustworthiness and even leadership [10,28]. This analysis suggests that religiosity may act as a modifier, resulting in a special category of signaling, namely religious signaling.

2.4. Leadership and Signaling Theory

Grabo, Spisak, and van Vugt [25] explored signaling theory as an evolution-based explanation for charismatic leadership. Grabo and his colleagues defined charismatic leaders in terms of the cooperation and trust they were able to engender in their followers. The researchers posited that the signals employed by charismatic leaders must have been more honest than dishonest in the past when these signals would have evolved. The tests for these signals would have been information-rich cultures where the leaders were relatively well known to their followers and would have arisen at times of need [25]. Despite the abundance of public information in the contemporary media-rich world, followers are actually deprived of the in-depth information to which they would have had access in the past, so it has become easier to send false signals of fitness based on external cues that are superficially costly. The researchers called for additional research in how to understand these signals and how to prevent their misuse in the current environment [10,25].

2.5. Role of Clergy

As more LGBTQ clergy serve congregations and become open in their LGBTQ identities, there will be both more acceptances and more resistance and backlash [29,30,31]. The early openly LGBTQ clergy served in special capacities that both changed the organizations and affected the individuals [4]. Klein [32], an openly lesbian rabbi, reported in a narrative study that when she first interviewed for a position with a congregation she simply mentioned matter-of-factly that she was a lesbian and was pleasantly surprised to discover that her status was not an issue in any way, despite the conservative views of the community.

2.6. Leadership Trust

Leadership trust theory has its roots in the social cognitive modeling proposed by Bandura [33]. Many studies have shown that leadership behavior has direct and profound connections with levels of trust in a variety of organizations, such as teams, businesses, and communities [34]. Bowring [6] and Hall and his colleagues [10] showed that trust in a leader is one of the most important assets the leader can have. Trust is influenced by many factors. Bowring found that for a leader, self-revealing as LGBTQ enhanced trust. Hall and his colleagues found that personal risk behaviors affected trust as well. When an individual’s behavior resulted in increased personal risk or expense and was consistent with in-group norms, followers expressed and demonstrated higher trust levels toward that leader, but when the risk or expense was contrary to the behaviors the leader’s group regarded as mandatory, the level of trust was reduced [10]. When the leader of an organization self-reveals as LGBTQ, the leader takes a substantial personal risk. Following Bowring’s [6] model to its logical conclusion, one would predict that followers would then offer an increased level of trust.
However, both Hall and his colleagues [10] and Duane Hansen and his colleagues [35] found that leadership trust was moderated by the level of ethical behavior or by the alignment of the leadership behavior with the goals and objectives of the organization.

2.7. Religious Organizations

Within religious organizations, Jewish and otherwise, there is a wide range of attitudes toward individuals expressing LGBTQ identities [31]. Among Orthodox Jews there is great social risk in self-revealing as LGBTQ, and considerable value is placed on heterosexual marriage and children, especially among Orthodox rabbis [36]. The Reform Jewish movement has publicly expressed support and endorsement of LGBTQ rabbis, and the Conservative Jewish movement has been accepting openly LGBTQ candidates as rabbinical students only since 2010 [37].

2.8. LGBTQ Inclusion in Jewish Congregations

Studying LGBTQ clergy and leadership experiences in religious organizations reveals an interesting subarea of LGBTQ leadership. Secular organizations are restricted from discrimination toward LGBTQ-identified individuals, but religious organizations have no such restrictions [38]. However, since 1977, when the Union for Reform Judaism formally declared that all homosexuals were entitled to protection against discrimination, there has been increasing acceptance of all LGBTQ-identified individuals [39]. In 1988, Rabbi Stacy Offner became the first openly lesbian rabbi to lead a mainstream congregation [38]. The acceptance of LGBTQ self-identified clergy has moved from Reform-affiliated congregations toward the more traditional or stringent movements within Judaism over time [40]. Each movement has moved toward greater inclusion and greater protections against discrimination in different steps and speeds, with the mainstream Orthodox movement only recently starting to embrace individuals with such identities [41]. There are still many closeted and hidden members of the LGBTQ community among congregational members and even the clergy [40,41]. However, all the movements are addressing these concerns in more healing ways than in the past [42]. Part of the challenge is that traditional religious views toward members of the LGBTQ community by mainstream religious organizations have been the source of conflict, from both the religious community and the nonreligious LGBTQ community [43].

3. Research Method

The independent variable was the LGBTQ status of the congregational rabbi, a dichotomous variable indicating whether the clergy member had self-revealed as LGBTQ or was believed heterosexual. The LGBTQ status of the rabbi was identified from the public website of the congregation that the participant attended or by being so identified by the participant. The outcome variable was the level of trust in the rabbi reported by members of the congregation, assessed using the Trust in Leadership scale (TILS) [18; see Appendix], an eight-item Likert-type scale. Permission was obtained to use a modified version of this instrument. The participants in the study consisted of an “opt-in” sample of 324 individuals recruited from the Internet as part of a larger research project. This analysis is conducted on part of the data collected in that study. The participants self-identified as
participating in Jewish congregations of various denominations. There were a sufficient number of congregations for each denomination within the United States to provide a needed representation for the sample. In the sample used, 48 individuals belonged to congregations in which the rabbi had self-revealed as LGBTQ. Between-group comparison was evaluated using the Mann-Whitney U test and checked for significance [44]. The analysis was conducted using SPSS (Version 22) statistical software.

3.1. Population and Sample

In the most recent full survey of Jewish congregations in the United States [45] 3,727 active synagogues were identified. The majority of congregations were Orthodox, even though Orthodox Jewry accounts for only about 10%-12% of U.S. Jews [46]. Orthodox Jews perceive a necessity to live within walking distance of their synagogue because of the prohibitions against driving combustion engines on the Sabbath and major holidays. In contrast, members of other congregations are more likely to be geographically dispersed and therefore to have much larger membership numbers. The percentage of LGBTQ-identified Jews nationwide is between 5%-10% of all Jews across all denominations, with higher densities reported in more urban areas [46]. Permission was obtained from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Northcentral University before recruiting participants. The survey participants were told that they were participating in a survey of congregational participation and trust as pertaining to rabbis. The LGBTQ status of the rabbi was identified from the congregational website. However, participants were also asked about the sexual orientation and gender identity of the rabbi in the survey as part of demographic information.

3.2. The Trust in Leadership Scale (TILS)

The TILS [18] was designed to measure the extent of trust that followers experience in their leaders. The scale was modified to use Jewish terminology where appropriate, such as substituting the term rabbi for the term leader. A sample item was, “If I shared my problems with my rabbi, I know (s)he would respond helpfully and thoughtfully.” This scale was originally developed to measure leadership trust in a team environment and was shown to have high reliability in various settings [47]. These items were scored on a 7-point Likert-type scale with values ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

3.3. Operational Definitions of Variables

This analysis involved the use of two variables: level of trust in the rabbi and LGBTQ status of the rabbi. Between-group comparisons were evaluated by means of the Mann-Whitney U test and compared for significance [44]. Following are operational definitions of the variables used for this analysis. *Level of trust in the rabbi.* The level of trust in the rabbi was the dependent variable measured as the mean score of the TILS [18], a 7-point Likert-type scale with eight items and possible values ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The scale of measurement was interval. *LGBTQ status of the rabbi.* The LGBTQ status of the rabbi was the dichotomous independent variable. Members of congregations with a clergy member who had self-revealed as LGBTQ were assigned a 0 for this variable, and members of other congregations where clergy were believed to be heterosexual were assigned a 1. This information was obtained from the congregational
Survey participants were told that they were participating in a survey of congregational participation and trust as pertaining to rabbis. Participation was anonymous and voluntary. Potential participants were shown an online letter of informed consent explaining the study and informing them of their rights. These rights included anonymous participation, complete confidentiality of data, the right to decline to participate without consequence or harm, the right to refuse to answer any question, and the right to withdraw from the study at any time, also without consequence or harm. Participants were asked to complete a survey online accessed through a link provided using Survey Monkey. The survey form included the full text of the informed consent letter and required participants to verify their informed consent before proceeding to complete the anonymous online survey.

3.5. Limitations and Assumptions

This analysis rested on several assumptions. It was assumed that participants answered the questions on the questionnaire as truthfully as possible and to the best of their abilities. It was assumed that the instruments were reliable and valid and that questions were asked and understood in a style such that the responses yielded the data required. Statistical assumptions for parametric statistics include the use of a continuous scale for the dependent variable, random sampling from the population, and independence of observations. This study had the standard limitations associated with online surveys.

3.6. Ethical Assurances

Prior to any data collection or community contact, formal approval of the study was obtained from the IRB of Northcentral University. Each participant provided informed consent to participate in the study by clicking on a button electronically indicating consent. The electronic screen included the complete text of the informed consent form, and clicking the agreement button led the participant to proceed to the full electronic survey. No individuals with whom I have been personally acquainted were included as participants. The survey was posted on the Survey Monkey website where no personal information was requested from any participant. To ensure protection from harm to the participants, no personal identifying information was associated with data collected. At all times, appropriate ethical considerations for all participants and anyone associated with the study were followed, as were all IRB requirements.

4. Results

A total of 324 persons ages 18 and above from the United States were recruited through the Internet for the study. Survey data were collected between August 21 and September 16, 2018. Questions were asked about demographics, religiosity, leadership trust, community supportive behavior, and synagogue attendance. Of these participants, 48 belonged to congregations with a clergy member who had self-revealed as LGBTQ, as determined by the website of the congregation or other publicly available information, referred to as Group 1.
The remaining 276 participants belonged to congregations with no evidence that the rabbi had self-revealed as LGBTQ, referred to as Group 2. The number of participants was sufficient for a medium effect size of \( d = 0.5 \), an alpha error probability of .05, and a power of 80% [48].

4.1. Reliability and Validity of the Data

Mann-Whitney U tests were used. Mann-Whitney U tests is nonparametric and therefore relies on the assumptions of random samples and independent observations, where each person or case must be counted only once and cannot exercise an influence over the data for another person [49]. Reliability data from this analysis were compared to the data presented on the original scales of the instruments. Cronbach’s alpha scores indicated the extent to which items on the scale were interrelated and thus were appropriate measures of the identified scale construct. Cronbach’s alpha for TILS in the present analysis (\( \alpha = .92 \)) was comparable to that of the original measurement (\( \alpha = .89 \) to .96).

4.2. Distributions in the full sample

In Group 1, where the rabbi was self-revealed as LGBTQ, 70.8% of the participants were female. In Group 2 of the original full sample of 324 participants, 67.4% were female. In both groups, almost two thirds of the participants were over 50 years old, with the large majority of these over 60 years old. No participants in Group 1 attended Orthodox synagogues, and only three (6.3%) attended Conservative synagogues. However, 42 participants from Group 2 (15.2%) attended Orthodox synagogues, and 122 (44.2%) attended Conservative synagogues. In Group 1, 24 participants (50%) attended Reform synagogues. Table 1 shows the demographic data for the original 324 participants, according to the LGBTQ status of the rabbi. The distribution of the outcome variable was not normally distributed, and the LGBTQ status of the congregational rabbi is a dichotomous variable. Therefore, a Mann-Whitney U test, a nonparametric statistical method, was used to answer the research question. For Group 1, the mean score for the TILS was 6.20 (SD = 1.04, \( N = 48 \)). The mean rank was 181.57, and the sum of ranks was 8715.5. For Group 2, the mean score for the TILS was 5.92 (SD = 1.13, \( N = 276 \)). The mean rank was 159.18, and the sum of ranks was 43934.5. The difference between the two groups was not significant, Mann-Whitney U (1, \( N = 324 \)) = 5708.5, Wilcoxon W = 43934.5, \( Z = -1.53 \), \( p = .12 \). The null hypothesis was not rejected. The alternative hypothesis was not supported. There was no significant difference in the level of trust in the congregational rabbi held by members of a Jewish congregation based on the LGBTQ status of the rabbi.
4.3. Table 1

Table 1: Distribution of Participants, by Rabbi Status, All Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>LGBTQ (n = 48)</th>
<th>Not (n = 276)</th>
<th>LGBTQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>10 (20.8%)</td>
<td>87 (31.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>34 (70.8%)</td>
<td>186 (67.4%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
<td>3 (1.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 30</td>
<td>1 (2.1%)</td>
<td>20 (7.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 to 40</td>
<td>7 (14.6%)</td>
<td>26 (9.4%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 to 50</td>
<td>7 (14.6%)</td>
<td>50 (18.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 to 60</td>
<td>9 (18.8%)</td>
<td>63 (22.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 60</td>
<td>23 (47.9%)</td>
<td>116 (42.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of congregation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthodox</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>42 (15.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>3 (6.3%)</td>
<td>122 (44.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reform</td>
<td>24 (50.0%)</td>
<td>79 (28.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstructionist</td>
<td>2 (4.2%)</td>
<td>13 (4.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanist or other</td>
<td>1 (2.1%)</td>
<td>4 (1.4%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewal</td>
<td>7 (14.6%)</td>
<td>4 (1.4%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>11 (22.9%)</td>
<td>12 (4.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = 324.

4.4. Figure 1

A histogram of the TILS mean scores showed a strong negative skew. Figure 1 shows the histogram for the TILS mean scores.
Figure 1: Histogram. Mean scores for the Trust in Leadership Scale.

4.5. Evaluation

The findings indicated no difference in the level of trust in the rabbi held by members of a Jewish congregation based on the LGBTQ status of the congregational rabbi. In contrast, in secular organizations, increased levels of trust were observed in organizations where the leader had publicly self-revealed as LGBTQ [6]. The finding in the current study confirmed earlier research [8,9] showing a special relationship of congregants in religious organizations to their clergy.

4.6. Generalizability

Participants for this study were recruited through the Internet on an opt-in basis, without a systematic sampling method. The findings were statistically significant such that results could be generalized to a larger population. However, the definition of the larger population to which results can be generalized is unknown.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Limitations

An important limitation of the analysis was the self-selected, nonprobabilistic method of sampling the participants. No efforts were made to ensure that sampling was representative across ethnic groups, genders, or nationalities. The study was conducted using only Jewish congregations. Religiosity is expressed differently in different religions. Similar studies in other religious groups may reveal important differences in the findings.

5.2. Ethical Issues

Respondent privacy was protected by the SurveyMonkey security features. To increase the truthfulness of the responses and ensure that responses were not biased in relationship to LGBTQ issues in any way, participants were not told that the purpose of this study involved LGBTQ questions. Thus, mild deception was practiced in administering the study. One distinctive feature about the survey was that participants did need to identify their congregation by name and zip code to facilitate verifying the public LGBTQ status of the rabbi. Some participants skipped certain questions. No other ethical issues were noted in the conduct of the study.

5.3. Implications

There was no significant difference in the level of trust in the congregational rabbi held by members of a Jewish congregation based on the LGBTQ status of the rabbi. For both groups, the level of trust was high, and the slight difference in means between the two groups was not significant. Viewed from the perspective of signaling theory, the underlying question was the following: Would the high cost signal involved when the rabbi openly self-reveals as LGBTQ be associated with greater levels of trust, or would it be perceived as a breach of trust for individuals with high intrinsic religiosity? The finding for this analysis was not consistent with the
research in secular organizations where increased levels of trust were observed in organizations where the leader publicly self-revealed as LGBTQ [6]. However, the finding was consistent with the special relationship in religious organizations toward their clergy [8,9]. As membership in Jewish congregations is voluntary and members choose the congregations to which they belong, these values may also reflect the inherent trust relationship between members and rabbis in congregations overall [8,9], thus obscuring any difference based on the LGBTQ status of the rabbi. In contrast, secular workplaces typically involve a certain restriction on choice for the employee, or less than complete freedom to exit the organization at will [6]. The findings of the analysis suggest the need for all religious organizations to remain responsive to societal concern. The LGBTQ status of the clergy in the congregation is only one example. Without effective responsiveness, religious organizations risk becoming increasingly irrelevant to members and potential members. Displays of religious signaling can be viewed as associated with passion for the Divine and for the religious practice itself [10,50]. This analysis suggests that prosocial religious signaling, as in the case where the rabbi publicly self-reveals as LGBTQ, is associated with evolutionary changes within that religion through the phenomenon of religious signaling [7]. 

Future research is needed to explore the synergistic potential of dynamics related to social justice and public self-revelation of LGBTQ status, in that these two factors may each be energizing to the other. Certainly, the rabbi, as exemplar, epitomizes religious signaling for the congregation and its members. The costly aspect of the signal is typically understood to be compliance with more restrictive requirements, such as special diets and prescribed fasts [10]. These restrictions are part of what makes religious signaling unique. When the religious signal meets the social or financial cost of a costly signal, the signal must also be seen as complying with traditional values and practices.

5.4. Recommendations

Based on the results of this analysis, rabbis should be aware of the effects of religious signaling so that implied messages and calls to action are clear. The trust component of leadership from religious signaling is partially contingent on faithfulness to the recognized traditional teachings of the religion [50, 51]. Religious signaling, such as open self-revelation of LGBTQ identity on the part of the rabbi, needs to be viewed not as challenges or threats to the text or its validity but as potential enhancements to the understanding of the ancient texts. The texts do not change, but the understanding and implications of those texts are always evolving. Pope John XXIII [52] said on his death bed, Today more than ever, we are called to serve mankind as such, and not merely Catholics; to defend above all and everywhere, the rights of the human person and not merely those of the Catholic Church...It is not that the Gospel has changed: It is that we have begun to understand it better...The moment has come to discern the signs of the times, to seize the opportunity and to look far ahead. Future research is also needed to understand the unique features of religious signaling related to strict religious requirements. Finally, it is recommended that future researchers conduct similar studies in congregations of other religions. There is significant evidence of the role of costly signaling in the day-to-day functioning of organizations, especially religious organizations. Further study on these questions may offer some insight into how values change and how these values are related to costly signaling in terms of trust and community behavior. This analysis has made an important contribution to the study of signaling theory as it applies to leadership dynamics in terms of levels of trust, especially as more openly revealed LGBTQ rabbis serve more congregations. Understanding the implications of LGBTQ self-revelation among clergy members may therefore
be important for the survival of entire religious denominations [12,13,17].
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6. Appendix: Trust in Leadership Scale

These eight items were rated using a seven-point Likert-type scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

1. Most team members trust and respect the rabbi.

2. I can talk freely to the coach about difficulties I am having in the congregation and know that they will want to listen.

3. If I shared my problems with the rabbi, I know they would respond constructively and caringly.

4. I have a sharing relationship with the rabbi. I can freely share my ideas, feelings, and hopes with the rabbi.

5. I would feel a sense of loss if the rabbi left to take a position elsewhere.

6. The rabbi approaches their job with professionalism and dedication.

7. Given the rabbi’s past performance, I see no reason to doubt the rabbi’s competence.

8. I can rely on the rabbi not to make my participation (as a member) more difficult by poor advice.

9. Other rabbis consider my rabbi to be trustworthy.